The aims of this study is to find out the student responses in enhancing new vocabulary through subtitled English Movies. And the research question is "what are students` responses in enhancing new vocabulary through subtitled English movies?" to achieve this objective, the study employed a quantitative method. The data were obtained from questionnaire. The questionnaire were distributed to the Universitas Advent Indonesia. The data were then descriptively analyzed. The result of this study indicated that most of student responded positively through subtitled English movies in enhancing new vocabulary. This research findings are expected to contribute to the efforts in the teaching and learning area, particularly in increasing students` vocabulary.
Introduction
One of the requirements of having the ability to communicate in English is by having adequate vocabulary. Knowing vocabulary will help students speak, write, read and listen to the language. In teaching English vocabulary as an element of language is considered as very important factor in increasing English language if the students are still lacking of vocabulary. Lein (2006) stated that "as a matter of fact, English is a foreign language for Indonesian students and they have learnt it from kindergarten until university level. English language is still considered a difficult subject for Indonesian students because English language model is different from Indonesia" (p.23).
Knowing the importance of the vocabulary, there are many strategies that have been applied in enhancing vocabulary, and researcher have found a way in enhancing new vocabulary from other research that by watching English movies can improve new English vocabulary. According to Putra (2014) movies or media can be an effective tool for learning new vocabulary "there is no doubt that video In foreign language teaching learning process, vocabulary plays an important role. It is one element that links the four skills of speaking, reading, listening and writing all together. (Nguyen & Khuat, 2003) . According to Schmitt. (2000, p.149 ) "Teaching vocabulary is such an important task in teaching English because vocabulary achievement relates to all language learning and it is of concern to all four language skills" Shoebottom (2010) mentioned that vocabulary mastering is more important than grammar. It is the key for students to understand what they hear, read and write in learning English and how to communicate with other people. For this reason it is very important if students can quickly build up a language store of words. Wilkins (1972) wrote that "while without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed" This point reflects that even without grammar, but with some useful words it can help people especially English students to acquire more productive vocabulary knowledge and to develop their own personal vocabulary.
According to Sukrina, (2010) vocabulary is very essential to comprehend the language well to be able to speak comprehend the language well, speak better, or compose a good writing. It is expected that the students have to increase their vocabulary about 100 words a year. Similarly on the Competence Based Curriculum, the students are required to increase their vocabulary 1000-1500 words every year so that in three years students have increased their vocabulary around 4000 words. Bayrne (1983) pointed out fact of unsuccessful achievement of learning English; one of them is a vocabulary mastery.
From researcher's experience as an English Major who studies at UNAI, in the process of studying English, the researcher had many problems in mastering English words and difficulties to express ideas or feelings especially because the researcher lacked of new vocabulary. It means that the English words in the researcher's mind is limited so it is hard to understand the speaker. Therefore without having good vocabulary there will be a breakdown in communication. Students should know that vocabulary is vital for them (Ghozali 2005) .
In addition to Sukrina (2010) In fact, most of the students had many problems in vocabulary mastery. In the process of learning English, the students are weak in using the vocabulary. They had limited vocabulary to comprehend the meaning of a text; they could not recognize the meaning of each word, and they get difficulties to state some sentences in English. Those problems cause them to have difficult communication in English.
Edge (1993, p.27 ) points out: "Knowing a lot of words in foreign language is very important. The more vocabulary the students know, the easier the students can understand the foreign language."
In Indonesia, there has been a study on "enhancing vocabulary using English movie with subtitled by Weyers. (1999) . This study explained there is no doubt that video technology especially subtitled movie can be a powerful teaching tool to help students learn and acquire new vocabulary. Watching subtitled movie more than once might develop other skills of the students, such as reading or listening comprehension, and even pronunciation. Watching English movies with subtitled is actually can be an effective method to improve the English vocabulary.
In China, According to Wang and Zhang (2012) , nowadays, most of the college students in China have the experience of watching an English movie in class. Some students like the strategy to learn English through movies, because they can learn a lot from the characters' personality, their attitudes towards life, and cultural background in different countries besides language. Sukrina (2013) stated that students learn vocabulary quickly by using media such as wall chart, real object, video, movie, internet etc; because media can give context to them. More over creating activities using media can keep the meaning of the words in their mind and can stand longer.
As King (2002) stated movies provide more pedagogical options and are a rich resource of intrinsically motivating materials for students. When students are exposed to movies, they can learn some words and phrases used in the movies and by using subtitled movies, students can learn how to pronounce many words, and also help them to acquire new vocabulary and idioms. The use of subtitled movies may be effective to improve the reading and listening comprehension, word recognition and vocabulary acquisition of students (Putra, 2014) . Form the information above, the researcher is interested to study on the "students' responses in enhancing new vocabulary through watching subtitled movies."
Based on the background above, this study is conducted to answer the following research question:
"What are students' responses in enhancing new vocabulary through subtitled English movies?" Through this study, the researcher expects the result will be able to support and provide the benefit for students, English major students, English teachers, the university and the researcher for the future.
To give insights for the future researchers to venture into a similar study that will use a different population.
The result of this study is expected to help teachers see another way of teaching new vocabulary through subtitled English movies.
In this study, the researcher took the data from the students of Universitas Advent Indonesia (UNAI) Bandung West Java as a place to be observed. As researcher is also a student in UNAI, researcher observed that most of the students have problem in learning new vocabulary, not only in general classes also in English major classes. Based on the fact above, the researcher focused on the research entitled students' responses in enhancing new vocabulary through watching subtitled English movies. The researcher used random sampling to choose 100 students in this university and distribute the survey. Those students were questioned about their enhancing new vocabulary through watching subtitled English movies
The purpose of this study is to know whether through subtitled English movies will enhance new vocabulary.
Research Methodology
This study is a surveying research design. According to Mcchester and Ihedigbo (2014) , surveying research design represents one of the most common types of quantitative social science research. In survey research, researchers select a sample of respondents from population and administers a standardized questionnaires to them. The researcher used this method to find out the students' responses in using subtitled English movies in enhancing vocabulary. This research is a quantitative research.
The population of this study was the Universitas Advent Indonesia's students in Bandung, West Java. The total number of the students was 100 students from Education, Nursing and Business students at Universitas Advent Indonesia in Bandung, West Java.
The use of questionnaire as the instrument in this study was the students' responses to the use of English movie with subtitle in enhancing vocabulary.
In the questionnaire, the main instrument that was used for this study was a self-designed survey. In this study the respondents read the questions, interpreted what is expected and then write down the answers. The Form of this study was consisted of fifteen questions with five answers: Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), Uncertain (UC), Disagree (DA), and Strongly Disagree (SDA). Based on the Likert scales, each statement in the questionnaire consisted of a value from 1-5 which 5 is the most positive answer (Strongly Agree). In the survey, the researcher used positive statement. Leung (2001) suggested if possible to avoid negative statement when designing a survey. The scoring system of the questionnaire was classified according to the following Table 1 . 
Procedure of Data Gathering
In gathering the data the researcher distributed the questionnaires to the sample. The researcher asked the students to be honest to answer the questionnaire. Before they answer the questionnaire, the researcher gave the detailed explanation to them about how to complete the questionnaire. The researcher distributed the questionnaires to the students at Universitas Advent Indonesia Education, Nursing and Business students in Bandung, West Java. The total number of the sample in this research was one hundred. The data was gathered on the month of January and February 2017.
The pilot-test measured the validity and reliability level of the instrument. The valid and reliable items where used as research instrument.
It was administered to a group of students at UNAI.
Validity test intends to figure out if an instrument test is appropriate to be used in the research or not. The following formula measures the validity of the instrument according to Arikunto (2012) :
: Correlation coefficient : Number of subject : Item score : Total score The classification of validity is shown in the following table 2: Table 2 Classification of Validity Question (2012) stated that an instrument is reliable if the test has the same result even after being done many times. Thus it is reliable to collect the data required.
The following is the formula which is used to find the reliability of the instrument: (2008) In this part, the researcher used the Microsoft Excel to count the total score from the survey answered by the respondents. The results showed the total score of each factor and which factor has the highest score that affects students' responses in enhancing new vocabulary.
Result
To test the validity of the instrument used, in this study, the researcher analyzed the data gathered statistically and then compared the value with the criteria set at table 4.1 to decide the valid statements. Garcia (2011) The following is the result of validity test. There are 45 statements. The following table 4.2 shows 5 most significant items (Q33, Q38, Q41, Q43, Q45), 2 most insignificant items (Q3, Q28) and 3 most low significant items (Q6, Q36, Q40). The whole result can be seen in the Appendix C on the page 59. In the table, the Pearson Correlation is bigger than the coefficient value 0.21-0.35 (Likely to be useful) and 0.35 (very beneficial), and if the significant level is less than 0.05, then the statement can be considered statistically significant and valid. There were 35 statements that was used in this study.
This study used the test of reliability to see if the instrument is reliable or not. These reliability result for the pilot test of the instrument was calculated by using SPSS 20, the result of Cronbach's alpha was .900, which was classified into the high category as a result, and it was very reliable to be used as the research instrument. The following table shows the reliability analysis scale. From the table 6 above shows that the Cronbach's Alpha value is 0.916 or 91.6%, then it is bigger than 0.50 or 50%. It mean that the list of question are reliable.
The researcher used Excel for tallying the data to find out the number of students' answers with each statement. The following table is the summary of tallying the Data. Table 7 The Summary of Tallying the Data.
Ⅰ. Enhancing new Vocabulary

1.
82% of the students agreed that they can learn many new words from watching subtitled English movies.
2. 74% of the students agreed that they can understand when they watch subtitled English movies.
3. There were 28% of the students agreed that they understand all vocabulary in their English test.
4. 56% of the students agreed that they can tell slight differences between words, for example, "big" and "huge".
5.
86% of the students agreed that they want to know the meaning when they watch English movie.
6. 67% of the students agreed when the teacher tells the instructions they understand better.
7. 67% of the students agreed they can usually have several vivid mental pictures and/or sounds of situations when they are imagining themselves using English skillfully in the future.
8. 44% of the students agreed they understand every word when their teacher speaks in English.
9. 88% of the students agreed they like to enhance new vocabulary.
10. 67% of the students agreed they learn many vocabulary from the listening material.
11. 51% of the students agreed their teacher helps them learning new vocabulary every day.
Ⅱ. The Knowledge of learning Background
1. 72% of the students agreed they learn vocabulary from subtitle when they watch English movie.
2. 75% of the students agreed they like English movies.
3. 64% of the students agreed they record vocabulary from English soundtrack movies in their notebook.
4. 58% of the students agreed they learned vocabulary by watching the movies then they try to remember words and repeatedly.
5. 34% of the students agreed they are not worry very much about the difficult words found when reading or listening, they pass them.
6. 53% of the students agreed they use online exercise to test their vocabulary knowledge.
7. 57% of the students agreed they write a new word in a sentence so they can remember it.
8. 58% of the students agreed they speak words out loud when they study.
Ⅲ. Students' personal feeling and attitude toward the implementation of subtitled English movies
1.
39% of the students agreed they prefer watching movies with dual subtitles.
2. 69% of the students agreed they prefer watching movies with subtitled English movies.
3. 54% of the students agreed they always look forward to English classes.
4. 52% of the students agreed when they have free time to relax, they prefer to watch an English movie.
5. 67% of the students agreed they try having conversations using the new words with English speakers e.g. teachers, etc.
6. 45% of the students agreed they read the new words 2 or 3 times first, again a few days later, a week later, a month later.
7. 82% of the students agreed that learning vocabulary from subtitled movies is interesting way.
8. 68% of the students agreed they prefer to learn vocabulary from subtitled movie rather than from books.
9. 74% of the students agreed The Subtitled movie makes vocabulary learning easy.
10. 82% of the students agreed English movies improve their English vocabulary.
11. 59% of the students agreed Movies should be used in the EFL classroom.
12. 76% of the students agreed they think movies are a useful resource for oral English language teaching.
13. 75% of the students agreed the feedback they received from students when using movies in teaching has been positive.
14. 76% of the students agreed they think movies are a useful resource for leaching English vocabulary.
15. 75% of the students agreed a movie review is more motivating for the students than a book review.
16. 87% of the students agreed that watching English movies has a beneficial effect on learning English.
The students' responses in enhancing new vocabulary through subtitled English movies is the affective response. This response deals with students' personal feeling and attitude toward the implementation of watching subtitled English movies.
According to the pie chart of figure 1, it was found that 82% of students agreed and strongly agreed that they can learn many new words from watching subtitled English movies. While, there was only 18% of the students disagreed. This response answered the statement number 2.
According to the pie chart of figure 2 in the next page, 74% of students agreed and strongly agreed that they can understand when they watch subtitled English movies. On the other hand, there was 27% of the students disagreed. This response was from statement number 2. The pie chart in the next is the result from statement number 1 and 2. Based on the pie chart of figure 3 in the next page, it was found that 28% of students agreed and strongly agreed that they understand all vocabulary in their English test. While 72% of the students disagreed. It means the students are weak in their vocabulary. This response answered the statement number 3.
Based on the pie chart of figure 4 in the next page, 56% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they can tell the slight differences between words, for example, "big" and "huge". It meant the students know the similar vocabulary. On the other hand, 43% of the students could not know. This was students' response from statement number 4. The pie chart in the next is the result from statement number 3 and 4. In the pie chart of figure 5, it was found that 86% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they want to know the meaning when they watch English movie. Only 14% of the students disagreed. This response answered the statement number 5.
In the pie chart of figure 6, 67% of the students agreed and strongly agreed when the teacher tells them the instructions they understand better. While, 33% of the students disagreed. This was students' response with the statement number 6. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 5 and 6. (The whole result can be seen in appendix E page80)
Figure 5
Figure 6 According to the pie chart of figure 7, it was found that 67% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they can usually have several vivid mental pictures and/or sounds of situations when they are imagining myself using English skillfully in the future. In the other hand, 33% of the students disagreed. This response was statement number 7.
Figure.8 showed that 44% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they understand every word when their teacher speaks in English. 15% of the As stated in the pie chart of figure 9 in the next page, it was found that 88% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they like to enhance new vocabulary. There was nobody disagreed. It meant that most students like to enhance new vocabulary. This was students' response from statement number 9. Figure 10 showed that 67% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they learn many vocabulary from the listening material. On the other hand, there nobody disagreed. It meant all of the students ever learned vocabulary from the English movies. This response was from statement number 10. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 9 and 10. Figure 11 in the next page show that 51% of the students agreed and strongly agreed their teacher help them learning new vocabulary every day. 12% of the students disagreed that. This response was statement number 11. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 11.
Figure 11
Figure 12 in the next page showed that 72% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they learn vocabulary from subtitle when they watch English movie. Only 1% of the student disagreed. It meant the most of students learned vocabulary from subtitle when they watched English movie. This response was from statement number 12. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 12. According to the pie chart of figure 13 in the next page, it was found that 75% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they like English movies. There only 2% of the students disagreed. This response was from statement number 13 . The pie chart below is the result from statement number 12 and 13. (The whole result can be seen in appendix E page80)
Figure 12
Figure 13 According to the pie chart of figure 14 in the next page, 64% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they record vocabulary from English soundtrack movies in their notebook. On the other hand, 22% of the students disagreed. This response was from statement number 14.
According to the pie chart of figure 15 in the next page, it was found that 58% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they learned vocabulary by watching the movies then they try to remember words and repeatedly. There only 12% of students disagreed. This response was from statement number 15. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 14 and 15. ng to the pie chart of figure 16 , it was found that 34% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they did not worry very much about the disagreed. It meant when students read or listened difficult words they could not go ahead. This response was from statement number 16. The pie chart below is the difficult words found when reading or listening, they pass them. On the other hand, 14% of the students disagreed.
The result from statement number 16.
Figure 16
According to the pie chart of figure 17, it was found that 53% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they use online exercise to test their vocabulary knowledge. While, there only 18% of the students disagreed. This response was statement number 17.
According to the pie chart of figure 18, 57% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they write a new word in a sentence so they can remember it. On the other hand, there only 9% of the student disagreed. This response was from statement number 18. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 17 and 18. According to the pie chart of figure 19 in the next page, it was found that 58% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they speak words out loud when they study vocabulary. On the other hand, 21% of the students who participated in the questionnaire showed that they did not speak out loud when they studied vocabulary. This response was from statement number 19. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 19.
Figure 19
According to the pie chart of figure 20 in the next page, it was found that 39% of the students agreed and strong agreed they prefer watching movies with dual subtitles. On the other hand, 29% of the students disagreed. This response was from statement number 20 statement.
According to the pie chart of figure 21 in the next page, it was found that 69% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they prefer watching movies with English subtitles. There only 6% of the students disagreed. This response was According to the pie chart of figure 22 in the next page, it was found that 54% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they always look forward to English classes. On the other hand, there only 7% of the students disagreed. This response was from statement number 22.
According to the pie chart of figure 23 in the next page, 52% of the students agreed and strongly agreed when they have free time to relax, they prefer to watch an English movie. There only 6% of the students disagreed. This response was from statement number 23. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 22 and 23. According to the pie chart of figure 24 in the next page, it was found that 67% of the students agreed and strongly agreed they try having conversations using the new words with English speakers e.g. teachers, etc. On the other hand, there only 4% of the students disagreed. From Zohdi (2010) questionnaire's result also stated that Based on the findings, one of the effective features was students' productivity in the conversations and discussions. They tend to be more active in the discussions followed by a ten-minute movie view. This response was statement number 24.
According to the pie chart of figure .25 in the next page, 45% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they read the new words 2 or 3 times first, again a few days later, a week later, a month later. There only 11% of the students disagreed that. This response was from statement number 25. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 24 and 25. According to the pie chart of figure 4.26 in the next page, it was found that 82% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that learning vocabulary from subtitled movies is interesting way. On the other hand, there only 2% of the students disagreed. According to Hanoi (2010, p. 20-22) notes that English movies can motivate some students to learn vocabulary and understand English better. This response was from statement number 26. According to the pie chart of figure 4.27 in the next page, 68% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they prefer to learn vocabulary from subtitled movies rather than from books. In the same situation, there only 8% of the students disagreed. This response was consistent with the number 26 statement. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 26 and 27. According to the pie chart of figure 28 in the next page, it was found that 74% of the students agreed and strongly agreed the subtitled movie makes vocabulary learning easy. In the same situation, there only 1% of the students disagreed. This response showed the statement number 28.
According to the pie chart of figure 29 in the next page, 82% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that English movies improve my English vocabulary. There only 1% of the student disagreed. This response was from statement number 29 statement. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 28 and 29. According to the pie chart of figure 30 in the next page, 59% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that Movies should be used in the EFL classroom. Only 8% of the students disagreed. This response was from statement number 30.
According to the pie chart of figure 31 in the next page, it was found that 76% of the students agreed and strongly disagreed that they think movies are a useful resource for oral English language teaching. There nobody who disagreed. It meant that most of students' response agreed that movies are useful resource for oral English language teaching. This response was consistent with the number 31. Ismaili (2013) also stated that movies are a useful resource for oral English language teaching, and they emphasized that movies are a useful resource for teaching English vocabulary. This response was from statement number 31. The pie chart below is the result from statement number 30 and 31. (The whole result can be seen in
Figure 30
Figure 31 According to the pie chart of figure 32 in the next page, it was found that 75% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that the feedback I received from students when using movies in teaching has been positive. From students' questionnaire, there was only 1% of students who disagreed. Zohdi (2010) questionnaire result pointed out, no one was absent during the three month course from the movie sessions and learning the unknown words had increased their selfconfidence and satisfaction in English. This response was from statement number 32. According to the pie chart of figure 33 in the next page, it was found that 76% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that they think movies are a useful resource for leaching English vocabulary. There only 3% of the students According to the pie chart of figure .34 in the next page, it was found that 75% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that a movie review is more motivating for the students than a book review. On the other hand, there only 3% of the students disagreed that. This response was from statement number 34.
According to the pie chart of figure 35 in the next page, it was found that 87% of the students agreed and strongly agreed that watching English movies has a beneficial effect on learning English. From students' response questionnaire, there was nobody who disagreed. This response was from statement number 35. 
Figure 34
The following pie chart is Students' questionnaire ratio about the three parts categories.
Figure 36
The Pie chart of Students' questionnaire ratio According to the pie chart figure 4.36, the part one enhancing new Vocabulary is 34%, the second part of the knowledge of Learning Background is 31%, part three of the Students' Personal Feeling and Attitude toward the Implementation of Watching Movies is 35%. Based on the statement of question about "What are students' responses in learning new vocabulary through watching subtitled English movies?" To be able to know the answer was from part 3. The students' responses in enhancing new vocabulary through subtitled English movies was 35%. The part 3 was maximum value in the all the part of indicator.
Based on the questionnaires being distributed to UNAI's students, the result showed that most of the students like watching subtitled English movies. Because most of the students gave positive response related to the use of subtitled English movies in enhancing new vocabulary. In the table 4.5 Putra (2014) claimed that watching English movies with subtitles can actually be an effective method to improve the English vocabulary. As Zarei, (2009) also found that the use of movies, particularly the subtitled movies, can be one of the most enjoyable, stress-free methods for L2 vocabulary learning.
The following table shows the result analysis of the students' personal feeling and attitude toward the implementation of watching English movie with subtitles.
[ 
No
Result Analysis 1 87% of the students thought watching English movies has a beneficial effect on enhancing English. (The questionnaire from number 35. The whole result can be seen in appendix E page82).
2
82% of the students said that learning vocabulary from subtitled movie is interesting way. (The questionnaire from number 26. The whole result can be seen in appendix E page81).
3
82% of the students thought that English movies improved their English vocabulary. (The questionnaire from number 29. The whole result can be seen in appendix E page81).
4
75% of the students thought a movie review is more motivating for the students than a book review. (The questionnaire from number 34. The whole result can be seen in appendix E page82).
5
75% of the students said that they like English movies. (The questionnaire from number 13. The whole result can be seen in appendix E page80).
6
59% of the students thought movies should be used in the EFL classroom. (The questionnaire from number 30. The whole result can be seen in appendix E page81).
7
69% of the students prefer watching movies with English subtitles. (The questionnaire from number 21. The whole result can be seen in appendix E page81). 
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Conclusion
Therefore, based on the study done that there were six highest score that affected students' responses in enhancing new vocabulary. First, the result of the calculation shown that 82% of the students agreed that learning vocabulary from subtitled movies is interesting way. Second, 82% of students agreed that English movies have improved their English vocabulary. Third, 87% of the students agreed that watching English movies has a beneficial effect on learning English. Fourth, 82% of the students agreed that they can learn many new words from watching subtitled English movies. Fifth, 86% of the students agreed that they want to know the meaning when they watch English movie. Sixth, 88% of the students agreed that they like to enhance new vocabulary.
In like manner, there were four of the lowest score that affected students' responses in learning new vocabulary. First, 28% of the students agreed that they understand all vocabulary in their English test. Second, 44% of the students agreed that they understand every word when their teacher speaks in English at UNAI. Third, 34% of the students agreed that they are not worry very much about the difficult words found when reading or listening, they pass them. Fourth, 39% of the students agreed they prefer watching movies with dual subtitles.
Based on the students' responses, it can be concluded that some of UNAI's students were weak in their vocabulary. Based on the question number three, only 28% of the students agreed they can understand when they watch subtitled English movies. And only 44% of the students agreed they understand every word when their teacher spoke in English. They had limited vocabulary to comprehend the meaning of a text; they could not recognize the meaning of each word. Accordingly, they needed an effective way to help them learn new vocabulary. Based on the question number twenty-six we can see that 82% of the students agreed learning vocabulary from subtitled movies is interesting way. The 82% of the students agreed they can learn many new words from watching subtitled English movies. Based on the question number thirty-five we can see that 87% of the students agreed watching subtitled English movies has a beneficial effect on learning English. Similarly, we can see that 74% of the students' responded that the subtitled movie made vocabulary learning easy. Further, the result shows that 75% of the students agreed a movie review is more motivating for the students than a book review.
For that if the students learn new vocabulary through subtitled English movies, they have interesting way to learn new vocabulary. They can learn many new words from watching subtitled English movies. On the other hand, a movie review is more motivating for the students than a book review. Likewise, The Subtitled movie makes vocabulary learning easy. Students can study well and can enjoy the learning direct. The subtitled English movie will help them to enhance their vocabulary. Similary, it will help them to enhance another English skill.
